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from our School Council.
I am constantly reminded
of how lucky we are to
have the support of our
community. A community
that
never hesitates to
offer their support and
time when it is needed.
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College Principal’s Report

IMPORTANT

Celebration

T E R M

As we approach the Spring
vacation we also come to
the end of our College Review, a process that all government schools participate in every four years. It
is a time for reflection on
what we have achieved
over the last four years, an
evaluation of our challenges in the next four years
and a narrowing of our focus on College wide goals
and key improvement
strategies which will best
position us to not only address those challenges but
to see us excel in our
achievements..
I am extremely appreciative of the time and work
contributed towards this
process by our staff, our
students and our parents
and the support we receive

I want to particularly thank
our School Council President Steven Kozmevski and
our parents who gave up
their time in their busy day
to meet with the review
panel appointed by the
Department of Education.
They discuss the programs
at the College and the relationship they have with
staff and particularly with
home group teachers and
coordinators.
As usual our students were
incredibly impressive and
articulate, competent to
express what they saw as
our strengths while recommending further areas of
improvement.
The Review documentation
is now with the reviewer
for final drafting along with
the framework for our next
strategic plan which will set
our directions for the next

four years. Both the review
and the strategic plan will
be published on our website once it is returned to
me.
For our Year 12 students
these holidays can become
quite stressful as they prepare for their final exams.
Monitor their activities
closely and ensure they get
plenty of healthy food,
sleep and exercise. Their
final exam process is extremely demanding. Maybe
one day we will find a less
challenging process equally suitable of evaluating of
their skills and knowledge.
I wish all families a relaxing
time with your children.
Make sure you increase
their responsibilities and
decrease your own (with
the exception of Year 12
students) as it will build
their resilience and maturity and give you a well deserved break.

Leonie White
Principal

Thomastown Secondary College: 80-96 Main Street, Thomastown VIC 3074 Tel: 03 9465 0844
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“...helping to
improve our
confidence,
communication,
goal setting and
interview
techniques”.
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Goals Program
A Group of Thomastown
Secondary College Year 9
students attended the ABCN
Goals Program. Year 9 students and mentors engaged
in a round the circle introduction activity to break the
ice and start the program.
After a smooth introduction,
we were paired up with our
mentors and were enthusiastic to get started on planning
our goals for the program. In
this program, we have a one
on one mentor from Energy
Australia working with us to
achieve our goals, helping to
improve our confidence,
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communication, goal setting
and interview techniques. We
all have enjoyed reflecting
with our mentors on what we
learnt from the goals we set
in the session the previous
month. We shared our successes, learnt from each other, and reset goals that were
not achieved successfully.
Over lunch, time was spent
discussing, building relationships and confidence with our
business mentors. I was so
keen to ask questions and
gain as much knowledge from
my mentor as I could. This
really goes to show the benefits of programs such as
GOALS. We are encouraged
to think innovatively about
our future. We have travelled

COLLEGE

to the city to meet our
mentors several times now.
The nerves and excitement
have settled and are now
replaced with an eagerness
to meet and explore further into the aim of the
program—which is all
about setting goals to be
successful.

Rayan Tabbit
Year 9 Student
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Debating - Junior Secondary Program
The DAV Junior Secondary
Program (JSP) is an introduction to debating for Junior Secondary students in Years 7 and
8. The program is designed to
provide training in the basic
skills and structure of Debating
whilst also giving students an
opportunity to participate in
three 'friendly' inter-school
debates.
This year I participated in my
second year of debating. I personally find it very useful, not
only for learning skills on debating but also gaining confidence for future scenarios.
This program helps anyone in
the team develop logical and
critical thinking and understand team work. From my
perspective, I think that this
program for Year 7’s and 8’s
helps gain multiple skills such
as learning how to structure a
speech, thinking on your feet,
learning conflict resolution and
presentation skills.
I found that through this debate I got closer to my team-

mates and throughout all the
hard research sessions we also
had a lot of fun. This program to
all of us was a great experience,
whilst we were learning skills
and enjoying ourselves at the
same time.
In my second year of attending
this debate program, I have
gained an enormous confidence
boost and gained knowledge
through my research that will
help me through the rest of my
life. Debate is the activity that
brings the art of reading, thinking and speaking together in one
place.
The skills trained are essential to
everyday life and outcomes
from the debate can be included
in resumes or portfolios to portray your achievements. Debate
programs create leaders. Leading requires intelligence, vision,
empathy, efficiency, and resolve. Participating in and studying debate cultivates these essential leadership skills in young
women and men.

Debating creates the sort of confident leaders who can direct
public thinking toward moral
and prosperous decisions.
My teammates and I also spent
several after school hours gathering research and creating our
speeches. We spent several at
home hours together on calls to
share our speeches to each other and advise each other on
what is written well and what
needs changing.
All of our speeches in the debate
depended on each other, so
technically we depended on
each other. This taught us to
trust one another. Overall, these
past weeks of debating have
been moments to remember
and I advise new year 7’s or 8’s
to try it out!

“I personally
find it very
useful, not
only for
learning skills
on debating
but also
gaining
confidence for
future
scenarios.”.

Melani Murdjevska
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T-Shirt Designs by
Year 9 Students
Thomastown
Secondary College

Community Art
Message

RESPECTFUL RELATIONSHIPS on SHOW
On June 18, 2019, all the
year 9 students participated
in the Respectful Relationships that ran as a part of
City Link Program in term 2.
The program was focused
on educating young people
on how to be positive members within our community
by maintaining healthy
friendships and relationships. The Program aimed
to build young people’s
skills to navigate relationships and social media.
The students actively participated in a combination of
interactive education workshops focused on Gender
Stereotypes, Relationship
Control and the Legal Implications around Consent,
Sexual Harassment and
Online Safety. Thomastown
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Secondary College Staff together with the Youth Resource
Officer’s
from
Whittlesea- Epping Police
facilitated the sessions for
the day.
The afternoon session of the
program focused on what
the students would like to
see more of in relation to
Respectful
Relationships
within our school community and broader local community. Following a class discussion, the students drafted
their messages of Respectful
Relationships that they
wanted to promote in preparation for the Community Art
Project session.

COLLEGE

In the Community Art Project, session that ran the
following day students had
the opportunity to work
with their art teachers to
consolidate the information from the previous
day to promote the message of Respectful Relationship by designing and
painting their messages
onto t-shirts.
Snezana Klimovski
Student Welfare Coordinator
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“Community
Donation to
Thomastown
Secondary College
for Making a
Difference”

Year 10 Work Experience
I did two work experience
placements, one at St Catherine’s Primary School and my
second placement at Dellios
West & Co Solicitors. My future career plans are to be a
lawyer in the Family Courts.
Both weeks were enjoyable
and I got an insight into the
responsibilities and work ethic
of both workplaces.
The primary school taught me
patience is key for working
with younger people and you
are required to adjust to their
individual needs.

The solicitor’s office showed
me the skills required to be a
successful lawyer and keeping
your clients engaged. I believe
I learned more from the solicitor’s office and will factor this
in when considering my future
career plans.

now for next year’s work experience placement, as popular
businesses and places will fill
up with students from other
schools.

It was a good decision to do
my work experience at two
different places as my future
ambitions require dealing with
young people and the law.

Year 10 Red Unit

I would also encourage the
year nines this year to be actively searching and planning

Nikki Dimkopoulos
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Reflections 2
Wed 31st July & Thurs 1st August 2019
Fall at Your Feet sung in harmony showcased many of
the younger members of our
school. Don McLean’s Starry
Starry Night was performed
by one of our newest members of the group, in a hypnotic rendition of the original song.

“Everyone who
performed and
participated did
an amazing job
and made the
show
worthwhile”.

Thomastown
Secondary
College’s biggest production
Reflections 2 was the place
to be on a wintery and arctic
night. Over sixty students
once again transformed the
school’s gymnasium into a
powerful and compelling
world of surround sound,
dance, song and illusions.
Beyond its doors, over 400
chairs, a wide stage and giant LED screens, waited for
the guests to be seated and
transported on a journey of
music and dance in the
world of Michael Jackson’s
Thriller, Ghosts, Smooth
Criminal, They Don’t Care
About Us et. al. Tim Finn’s,
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Solo’s, duets, choirs, dance
ensembles, bands and rappers entertained, surprised
and excited the singing
crowd. Special guests shared
their talents with a cello and
an
opera
performance.
‘Nessun
Dorma’
filtered
through the still air and mesmerized the audience to a
level that only music can do.
None did sleep as ‘New York’
was performed at centre
stage by the beautiful and
powerful voice of our award
winning, Shakira Deng.
‘Where Is The Love, Give
Peace A Chance and Heal the
World were strong messages
performed by all of the place

COLLEGE

we all need to seek for ourselves and preserve for our
world. As our students,
teachers and children give so
generously in talent and
time, we too as audience
members, need to continue
to show our support for positive and significant events.
Look out for our future announcements in the new
year.
We look forward to seeing
you all in 2020 for Reflections, The Trilogy.

Lena Torikov
Production Coordinator

NEWSLETTER
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Reflections 2 Student Experience
During term three, week three,
Reflections 2 took place at the
ECA centre, where it was transformed to look like a grand theatre. Reflections 2 showed off the
amazing talent of the students at
Thomastown Secondary College
where there was beautiful singing
and perfectly choreographed
dances.
The three-day and two night performances were definitely worth
seeing. Everyone who performed
and participated did an amazing
job and made the show worthwhile.
We also had many student helpers backstage, I was doing costumes and makeup for the performers. Stilliani Athanasiadis,
Bianca Talevski, Nikki Dimkopoulos and Mariam Alwan were doing
costume and makeup with me as
well. We also got help from the
teachers Samia, Keti and Lorraine.
The vibes both on stage and back
stage were exhilarating as everyone was full of excitement. The
challenging part for me was the
costume changes.

I was helping the performers
change into the next costume as
well as making sure to hang the
costumes they took off, were ready
for the next performance. It was
definitely a difficult task but it was
well worth it. I enjoyed helping
backstage and I was still able to
watch the production. I also got to
watch all the practices that were
organised before production started.
With one of the songs, all of the
helpers and performers who were
watching, were singing along too.
That was definitely a fun memory.
Productions like Reflections 2 are
great to catch up with friends as
well as making new friends. We
would make jokes, cheer on others
and sing the songs that were performed. The people made being
backstage very enjoyable. It was
bitter sweet that Reflections 2 is
over, happy that we can finally rest
but sad that it was done. There
were tears, laughs, hugs and lots of
photos
on
the
last
day.

The best part of the ending was
the announcement of next year’s
production, Reflections Trilogy. I
expect to see similar faces in next
year’s performance.
I encourage students to join Reflections Trilogy. It is such a valuable
experience!
Congratulations to all the performers and helpers on doing your part
in Reflections 2. Great job to the
teachers who made Reflections 2
possible, you definitely worked
really hard and did an amazing job.
Thanks to the teachers and students who helped me out during
the week, I am grateful for the
help. I had a very enjoyable experience!
Angela Mladenovski
Backstage, Costumes & Make up
(Blue Unit)

“There was a
community of
talented

Reflections 2 Student Experience continued….
My experience at Reflections 2 is
one that I’ll remember for as
long as I live. Of course not literally but no doubt its something
that I’ll remember.
When I became a stagehand at
Reflections 2, I didn’t know what
to expect. But as soon as I became established and aware of
what was happening, this aura
had surrounded me, people

were kind and helpful, they were
friendly and fun to talk to. Everyone knew how to talk and be part
of a group. Not to mention everyone
knew
each
other.
There was a community of talented people that all got along, with
teachers too. I especially liked the
way you could talk to a random
group of people and they would
instantly bring you into the conversation.

people that all
got along, with

I don’t know what to
call it besides a unique
experience.

Mahmoud (Mikey) Ali
Chehade

teachers too”
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Library Review
The library is not just a
place for reading, it’s also
a place where you can
come and admire some of
our students’ fantastic
work. The following display showcases some of
7/8R’s amazing narratives,
of which the year 12 have
commented positively to
the students in regards to
their booklets.

“The College
Library is open

Lena’s media class has brightened
up the library with a fantastic
model display of some of their
favourite books.

for borrowing
before school
from 8:30am
at recess and
lunchtime, and
afterschool on
Wednesdays and
Thursdays till
4:30pm”

Keti and Sam’s students in blue
have designed creative wanted
posters, showcasing their descriptive language and artistic
skills

THOMASTOWN
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Book Review
Dork Diaries – Dear Dork
Dear Dork is the fifth instalment, telling a chockful of craziness from Nikki Maxwell’s
life as she gets into shenanigans with her best friends
Chloe and Zoey, fending off
her arch-nemesis Mackenzie
and casually try to get out of
the friendzone with her crush
Brandon.
This time, the trio were celebrating New Year and to commemorate the special event,
they went to toilet-paper Mackenzie’s house and unfortunately got caught. Mackenzie
tried to act all innocent,
threatening to frame Brandon
for the scandal, saying it was a
bold act to confess his love.

Just Macbeth
This semester the year 7
and 8s at Thomastown
Secondary Collage have
read the play “Just Macbeth” by Andy Griffiths.
Just Macbeth is based on
another play called Macbeth by William Shakespeare. One of the special
features about Just Macbeth is that it is a play so
it has characters and each
person can take a role
and read the lines.
This is a great way to
have people engaged

Mackenzie plans to post on
the school’s newspaper about
it, and in an attempt to stop
her, Nikki tried to join the
school’s newspaper as well.
Evil queen strikes again, crossing Nikki’s name out of the
registration list and getting her
kicked out. Nikki then ran to
the newspaper committee,
begging for a second chance.
Turns out, from then on she is
the advisor of the school, Miss
Know-It-All!! Hearing about all
those gossips is awesome, plus
she gets to spend time with
Brandon, so two birds with
one stone!
I LOVE the new book in the
series (as usual) and I kinda

while reading books and also
really get out of their comfort
zone.
Another great thing about this
book is that you can learn
about Shakespeare and how
language has changed over
time.
I recommend all of you to read
this book because not only is it
fun and interesting it’s also has
a very special message that
many students can relate to.
-Mehdi Arkan 7/8R

really want to do the same as
Nikki, getting to help people
with their problems and making their day just a bit better.
-Minh-Ngoc Nguyen 7/8B
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English News
The Junior English excursion to Melbourne’s Arts
Centre opened the world
of theatre to our young
scholars.

“The cultural
experience
enriched the
classroom study
of Andy Griffith’s
Just Macbeth, an

The Playhouse theatre
proved a perfect setting
to explore the works of a
timeless playwright, as
Bell Shakespeare Company took to the stage to
bring Shakespeare’s Macbeth to life.

study of Andy Griffith’s
Just Macbeth, an accessible introductory play to
Shakespeare’s
works.
Students who did not
attend the excursion built
familiarity of the Shakespearian play through a
unit of work assigned on
the day of the excursion.

The cultural experience
enriched the classroom

accessible
introductory
play to
Shakespeare’s
works.”

VCAA Exams
The countdown to the
VCAA exam period has
commenced. Our VCE
Year 12 students are
gathering steam as they
march toward their English exam scheduled to
kick-start the written
exams commencing on
Wednesday 30th October.
Students
are
writing up an essay
storm as they prepare
to respond to three sections of the exam paper
in a 3-hour window.
Support your child
through his/her exam
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journey by encouraging
a balance of revision,
physical and social activity, healthy foods and
quality sleeping time.
The September term
break is a crucial opportunity for students to
revisit their learning
throughout the year in
preparation for each
subjects’ exam. During
this
two-week
timeframe, external revision
lectures
are
scheduled across Melbourne’s
universities
and many of our Year 12

subject teachers will
facilitate revision classes. The schedule for
revision classes at the
college are available to
students via their college email. Full-length
English exams will be
administered on both
Wednesdays of the term
break. All Year 12 English students are encouraged to attend. We
wish our students success in their examinations.
Kylie Villella
English Faculty Coordinator

